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Overview     Marketing.MBA

An in-depth guide to the most efficient digital marketing content to create for each stage of the buyer’s journey to 
increase your market penetration, brand awareness and bottom line.

Today for companies of nearly all sizes, marketing collateral is a must-have. It has long been an essential part of getting 
potential customers to know, understand, and trust your brand enough to make a purchase.

The most powerful marketing collateral your 
business should be incorporating into content 
marketing strategy today
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What exactly is marketing collateral?

In the fields of marketing and sales, the collection 
of various media (content) which support the sale 
of a company’s products or services is referred to 
as marketing collateral. Historically, the term 
"collateral" referred specifically to brochures or sell 
sheets developed as sales support tools.

Some of the most used types of digital marketing 
collateral are: 

      Blog Posts 
      eBooks 
      White Papers 

Marketing collateral is commonly used to create 

touch points between businesses and their 
customers. That is why every piece should be 
consistent with brand representation and 
maintain a similar color scheme, tone, overall 
aesthetic, and communicate a message that fits 
your brand identity.

* Customer Touch Points

Touch Points are interactions between business 
and customers that occur during the customer 
journey. They significantly impact customer 
experience, shape brand perception and 
encourage people to interact with your product 
or service.

      Webinars 
      Explainer Videos 
      Testimonials 



Primary motivations for professional growth: 

Why Use Digital Collateral     Marketing.MBA

The medium is generally used to establish authority, increase brand awareness, create credibility, build trust and 
educate potential customers to closely supplement sales efforts.

Moreover, the demand on digital content has significantly increased for the past years. 

According to BrightTalk Benchmarks Report 2021 (B2B video and webinar platform), 75% of professionals turn today 
to digital learning. Today’s buyer is driven by curiosity and intrinsically motivated to learn and grow. Professionals 
spend time during the work week keeping up-to-date on industry news, trends and tendencies.

Why use digital collateral
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To keep up to date with what’s happening in your industry 67%

To improve the quality of the work you do 65%

To acquire a new body of knowledge or skills 63%

To discover new things 61%

For the joy of learning 46%

To innovate 45%

To solve an organizational problem/issue 38%

For inspiration 37%

To increase your qualification for a desired job 34%

To become compliant to industry standards 30%

To learn to do your job 29%

To maintain your accreditation 24%

To qualify for promotion 18%

To solve a personal problem 13%

Source: BrightTalk
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This presents an opportunity for content marketers to engage audiences with digital collateral how and when they want. 

Often sales representatives lack the valuable content to share with their prospects during sales presentations to facilitate 
their buying decision, such as blog articles, white papers and testimonials. According to Forrester Research, 78% of 
executive buyers claim that sales people do not even have relevant examples or case studies to share with their potential 
customers. As a result, lack of such digital content can negatively impact the speed and fluidity of the sales cycle. 

The main benefits of digital collateral are:

Gernerate Leads. Creating and sharing digital collateral is a key way to drive inbound inquiries. Developing assets that help
 prospects with challenges they have is a great way to identify intent and get the details you need to start a conversation.
 
These assets could include white papers, guides or webinars. Keep in mind that it’s necessary to provide enough value 
and insight to justify someone sharing their personal data, such as their email address and phone number.

Demonstrate your previous results. In today’s hyper-digitized world, skepticism is at an all-time high, while trust is at 
an all-time low.
 
Leverage your case studies and testimonials to build trust and credibility by including tons of proof that your product 
or service works for other people.

Provide a reason to get in touch. Digital collateral is a great reason for a sales person to reach out to a prospect to stay 
engaged in the sale process without simply chasing proposals.
 
For instance, share an article or a whitepaper which is relevant to the challenges your prospective customers are facing 
with details of as Case studies which demonstrates the impact your product or service had is resolving that challenge 
for someone else.

Showcase your expertise. It is crucial to build rapport with your potential customers. Demonstrating your deep 
knowledge on niche topics will help you to position yourself as an industry expert. This can be achieved with white 
papers, blog posts, ebooks, webinars, and explainer videos.
 
If you manage to answer your prospective customer’s most pressing questions, you will become a reputable 
information source for them. This will also help stay top of mind when your prospects decide to reach out for help to 
solve a challenge they have.

Empower your branding. Prospects engage with good collateral repeatedly. It can therefore be useful to ensure that 
it communicates your brand identity clearly, and distinguishes your values and principles from your competitors.
 
When done successfully, a potential customer who engages with other content will recognise your brand, increasing 
their affinity, and keeping you top-of-their-mind.

Have reference materials. For sales teams reference materials are incredibly useful when there is a lot of information 
to remember and communicate to prospects.
 
Having a sales presentation or a sales kit that a sales rep could refer to during a customer meeting, and then share it 
with customers acts as handy reference guide to keep conversations smooth and effective.
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The distinction between marketing and sales collateral may not seem significant. After all, they work hand-in-hand 
to achieve the same business goal, to move a customer to purchase. While sales is the final nudge that causes a 
customer to buy your product or service, marketing is the pull that brings the customer to you in the first place. 

Marketing collateral is used at the top of the sales funnel, at the awareness and interest stage. 
Goal: capture an audience’s attention and build their trust

Sales collateral is used in the middle/bottom of the funnel, at the consideration and decision stages.
Goal: drive the prospect to make a decision and give them that final push they need to purchase.

What is the difference between marketing collateral 
and sales collateral? 

Benefits of Digital Collateral

Generate
Leads

Showcase your
expertise

Demonstrate your
previous results

Provide a reason
to get in touch

Empower your
branding

Examples of Marketing vs. Sales Collateral

Marketing Collateral
      Blog Posts

     Websites/Landing Pages
     Testimonials

     Ebooks
     Infographics

     White Papers
     Newsletters

      Sales Collateral
      Case Studies
     Computer Comparisons
     Sales Presentations
     FAQ Sheets
     Research Reports
     Product Videos
     Sales Playbooks
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Formats of collateral valuable and in high demand for professional growth:

Webinars 81%

Online Course 67%

Virtual events 59%

Short videos 57%

Industry-related articles 47%

E-books 39%

Whitepapers 38%

In-person conferences 33%

Pro Tip: Although the intent of each is different, there’s no rule that says you can’t use them interchangeably if needed. 
Let’s say a prospect brings up pain points that are covered more thoroughly in a piece of marketing collateral, by all 
means, use that to your advantage.

According to BrightTalk Benchmarks Report 2021, video content such as webinars, online courses and virtual events 
are the preferred format for professional engagement. 

Podcasts 33%

Traditional books and textbooks 31%

In-person meet-ups or networking events 29%

In-person cources 28%

Blog posts 28%

Acedemic publications 27%

Social media news feeds 26%

Coach or mentor feedback 26%

One-on-one feedback 21%

Difference between marketing collateral and sales collateral      Marketing.MBA 05

Source: BrightTalk
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Your collateral should be personalized to the individual client and reflect where they live in the customer life cycle. 
Marketing collateral prompts buyers to take action at every stage of the buyer’s journey, thus, it must be customized 
based on the needs of the stage the buyer is in. By matching the information provided with their current 
decision-making stage, you ensure the information is valuable and catered to their current needs and desires.

The typical buyer’s journey consists of 3 stages: 

     Awareness
     Consideration
     Decision

How to align digital collateral to the buyer's journey 
for maximum results?

Marketers who haven’t yet prioritized video-based channels should do so quickly. Webinar and video aficionados will 
benefit from focusing on increasing production value and boosting the impact of eBooks, blog posts, and infographics 
by giving them a rich media twist.

The Buyers Journey

Your buyer: Becomes aware of 
a problem. Is doing educational 

research to identify and 
understand their problem. 

Your actions: Focus on problems 
and pain points. Use big-picture 
industry-focused content such 
as website/landing page, blog 
posts, informative video content, 
social media, advertising. 

Your buyer: Clearly understands 
the problem, is interested in 

finding a solution, and is 
researching approaches and 

methods to solve that problem. 

Your actions: Focus on solutions. 
Educate and help prospects 
evaluate buying criteria. Use 
white papers, webinars, ebooks, 
videos, and virtual events.

Your buyer: Has decided on the 
solution strategy. Evaluates 

specific products and services. 
Becomes willing to engage with 

sales reps. 

Your actions: Show what it’s like 
to work with you. Leverage case 
studies, testimonials, demos, 
trials, sales presentations, 
competitor comparisons, 
proposals. 

Awareness

Consideration

Decision

Your Buyer Your Actions



          Informative Video Content  
The demand on video content has drastically increased, and video has become the primary type of marketing 
collateral created in 2021. According to Google, queries related to how-to on YouTube are growing 70% year over 
year. Educational videos or how-to videos can be used to teach your audience something new or build the 
foundational knowledge they'll need to better understand your business and solutions. These videos can also be used 
by your sales team as they work with customers.

Top marketing experts agree that any type of how-to content can consistently outperform any other type of content 
because people love to learn about things in a fast and interactive way.
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In the awareness phase (top of the funnel), a prospect: 
     Is just becoming aware of the existing problem or pain point. 
     Knows little about the ways and methods to solve the challenge. 
     Is in an information-gathering state. 
     Isn’t ready to make any decisions as to what to purchase and from whom.

In the awareness stage, your collateral should:  
     Be educational and compelling.  
     Inform and help answer questions.
     Be free of sales copy or unnecessary brand acknowledgments.
     Be easy to understand, but give enough information to resolve initial concerns. 

When you’re ready to start creating top-of-the-funnel collateral for the awareness stage, consider the following 
types of content:

Types of collateral for awareness stage

          Website/Landing page  
Your website or landing page will be the first place prospects look to learn more about your brand. It works 24/7, 
attracts visits, and provides information that appeals to visitors in a way that compels them to engage further.  

“Your website is a 24/7 salesperson”

Although a website or landing page can be used for different purposes at various stages of the buyer’s journey, they’re 
typically used to familiarize prospects with your brand and solutions as well as to collect information for lead 
generation at the awareness stage. 

01

Types of Collateral for Awareness Stage      Marketing.MBA 07



59% of B2B marketers
consider blogs the most

valuable channel.

Social media sites and
blogs account for 23%

of the time soent online.

On average, companies
with blogs produce 67%

leads per month than
companies that don’t blog.

          Blog Posts and Articles 
Blog posts and articles are one of the most popular types of collateral that brands use to attract a wider audience. 
Because they are a hub for answering questions that people are searching for, they are an effective way to drive traffic 
to your website and help your company build brand awareness and authority.

According to DemandMetric (agile project management software platform), companies with blogs produce an average 
of 67% more leads monthly than companies that don't blog.
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          Social Media Marketing  
With over 4.33 billion social media users as of 2021, social media marketing has become an essential part of all 
marketing efforts. According to Statista Digital Advertising Report 2020, the social media advertising market is the 
second biggest market within digital advertising. The worldwide revenue of US$89.5 billion in 2019 is expected to 
grow to US$138.4 billion in 2025.

Depending on your audience, you can run advertising and content marketing campaigns on Facebook, Instagram, 
Youtube, LinkedIn, Twitter or whichever other platform suits you best.

On social media, you can also draw in prospects by regularly posting exciting and valuable branded content across 
platforms. 
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Source: DemandMetric



Facebook

Sources

We Are Social; Various sources (Company data);

Hootsuite; DataReportal (c) Statista 2021

Additional Information:

Worldwide; Various sources (Company data); April 2021; social 

networks and messenger/chat app/voip include Douyin

Number of active users in millions

The most popular social networks worldwide in 2021 are: 

          Infographics 
Using infographics for marketing has exploded in popularity over the past few years. An infographic can be an 
illustration, graph, chart, or a combination of any of those elements. They provide an effective way to simplify complex 
messages through the use of visual presentations.They can be used as standalone pieces of content or included as 
part of a blog post or article.

According to Springer, people following directions with text and illustrations do 323% better than people following 
directions without illustrations.
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2 797

YouTube 2 291

WhatsApp 2 000

Facebook Msgr 1 300

Instagram 1 287

Weixin/WeChat 1 225

TikTok 732

Douyin 600

QQ 595

Telegram 550

Snapchat 528

Sina Weibo 521

Kuaishou 481

Pinterest 459

Reddit* 430

Twitter 396

Quora* 300

Types of Collateral for Awareness Stage     Marketing.MBA 09



The ultimate role of the collateral centered around the consideration stage is to make your product or service one of 
your potential clients’ options when looking to solve their problem.

In the consideration phase (middle of the funnel), a prospect: 

     Has identified their problems and needs. 
     Is deciding how to best resolve their problem.
     Continues researching available solutions. 
     Isn’t ready to make a decision yet.  

In the consideration stage, your collateral should:  

     Be highly informative, educational and valuable. 
     Build trust with your audience.
     Position your product or service as one of the options to solve the problem.
     Not be pushy or salesly. 

There are a variety of types of content you can leverage to your advantage during the middle of the funnel stage: 

Types of collateral for consideration stage  

People following directions with text and illustrations do

than people following directions without illustrations.

          White Papers 
White papers are authoritative, in-depth research reports focused on a specific topic or issue. They can be absolutely 
astounding as a lead magnet because many people will be more than willing to trade their information for 3,000 (or 
more) words of pure value. White papers are usually obtained through some type of download, either a PDF or some 
other type of reading list. They’re usually “gated,” requiring an opt-in for your audience to get their hands on it. They 
must provide some type of contact information, ideally their first name, last name, company name, email address and 
phone number. 

According to the 2021 Content Preferences Survey Report sponsored by ON24, white paper ranks 42% and is 
considered to be one of the most valuable content formats and sources for researching  B2B purchases.
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323%
BETTER

Types of collateral for consideration stage     Marketing.MBA 10

Source: Springer
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What are the most valuable content formats and 
sources for researching your B2B purchases?

Research/
Survey
reports

White
papers

E-books Webinars Case
studies

Industry
newsletters

Assessments InfographicsB2B
media/news
publications

User
reviews (G2,
Technology 
Advice, etc)

45%
42%

40% 39%

35%

29% 28% 28%
26%

24%

          Ebooks 
E-books are similar in length to white papers, but they usually are written in a more casual, conversational style. 
Electronic books, in particular, allow you to conceive both the message and the expertise you aim to project to the 
target audience. 

Most marketers offer ebooks via website download for free or for a small fee in exchange for contact information. By 
offering your ebook, you give readers a high perception of content value. Then, after you establish credibility and 
potential problem-resolution, you subtly guide the reader toward your business and solutions.
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          Webinars 
In the past three years, webinars have grown incredibly. In fact, a single webinar can get you over 1000 leads, they 
have even been proven to be able to convert higher than any other sort of advertising style. For example, 
communication webinars have been recorded to have a conversion rate of up to a staggering 67.05%. But according 
to a study done by OptinMonster, the most basic webinars have between 2% to 5% conversion rate by the end of it. 

According to BrightTalk Benchmarks Report 2021, 79% of B2B buyers view some form of webinar or video content one 
or more times a week, and 96% of professionals view content at least once a month.

Also don’t expect all your pre-registrants to attend live, as many will view content on-demand at a later date, which 
drastically increases the chances of conversion.
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Source: Content Preferences Survey Report
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The role of the content used in the decision stage is to lead potential customers to make their final purchase “decision” 
in the favour of your product or service.

“90% of business buyers say when they are ready to buy, they’ll find you.”
-DemandGen Report

In the decision phase (bottom of the funnel), a prospect: 
     Is engaging with sales representatives.
     Is comparing the benefits of pre-selected solutions.  
     Is ready to choose one solution to move forward. 
     Is ready to make a purchase. 

In the decision stage, your collateral should:  
     Show why to choose your product or service versus one of a competitor.
     Clearly highlight the USP that sets you apart from your competitors.
     Justify prospects’ expenditure.
     Build credibility and trust. 

Most buyers will have to secure buy-in from upper management. Any purchase that involves a monetary investment 
is going to require sign-off by c-level executives. Thus, the content you create should be easily shareable if needed. 

46%
Total Conversion

Reg to on-demand

Source: BrightTalk

34%
Live Conversion

15%
On Demand Conversion

Average registration-to-view conversion

Reg to live

Types of collateral for decision stage 
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Research/Survey reports 43%

White papers 41%

Case studies 37%

E-books 37%

Infographics 42%

          Case Studies  
Every company should have case studies that help to educate potential customers on how a product or service works 
and demonstrate the outcomes you achieved for your clients. Nothing speaks louder than the results of your current 
customers.

When a prospect reads a case study, it provides them with valuable information about the historical performance of 
your company. Thus, they're able to project their business or brand into the narrative and project your company as a 
partner. Case studies also resolve objections a person might have about your company's authority and 
trustworthiness.

According to the 2021 Content Preferences Survey Report, 37% of respondents said that they share case studies 
with their buying committees before making a decision to move forward. 
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          Testimonials  
Before using any product or service the first thing a user does is check the reviews shared by their peers. As per the 
Local Consumer Review Survey, 90% of consumers used the internet to find a local business in the last year, and 
82% of consumers read online reviews. 

79% of consumers say they trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations from friends or family. 
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Share this type of collateral with your sales team. Sales representatives can utilize these assets in demonstrations, 
in a follow-up, or to overcome objections. 

During the decision stage, consider including the following collateral in your inbound marketing strategy:

13

Source: 2021 Content Preferences Survey Report
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Positive reviews make me more likely to use a business
94%
91%

Negative reviews make me less likely to use a business
92%
82%

          Sales Presentations  
Sales presentations are used by sales teams to pitch a product or service. They highlight your value proposition, call 
out challenges faced by prospective customers, present solutions as well as benefits. They end with a strong 
call-to-action. The quality of your sales presentation will often determine whether a prospect buys from you or one 
of your competitors.nsumers say they trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations from friends or family. 

“Social proof is a psychological phenomenon where people conform to the actions of others under the assumption 
that those actions are reflective of the correct behavior.” - OptinMonster

Testimonials are a type of review and social proof. They serve the same purpose - guiding potential customers and 
helping overcome objections. 

The most powerful sales presentations should be personalized for every single prospect. The best way to achieve this is 
to have the marketing team create a customizable pitch deck and share it with sales representatives to edit and 
customise accordingly, while keeping all the branded content in place.
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Source: BrightLocal Local Consumer Review Survey 2020

2020 2021

How do customers feel about online reviews?

I trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations from friends or family
79%
76%

Sales Presentation

Highlight
prospect's
challenges

Highlight
prospect's

goals

Present your
solution in
the form of

benefit

Present
social
proof

Irresistible
call to
action

01 02 03 04 05
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          Competitive Battlecards (competitive comparison)  
A competitive battlecard is a one or two-pager reference document comparing your company’s product, service, 
features, and pricing to one or many competitors. It enables sales reps to identify and overcome prospects’ 
objections as they arise. 

According to the 2021 State of Competitive Intelligence Report conducted by Crayon, 47% of respondents say 
they’re currently maintaining more than 50 battlecards, and 71% say their battlecards have contributed to an increase 
in win rate.
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(amoungst businesses that maintain battlecards)

How many battlecards 
do you maintain?

Have battlecards 
improved your win rate?

Less than 50 More than 50 Yes No I don’t know

47%

53%

16%

13%

71%

As per the 2021 State of Competitive Intelligence Report, the vast majority (84%) of businesses say their industry has 
become more competitive in recent years. As more and more businesses are feeling the heat of the intensifying 
competition, it is crucial to remain relevant and competitive on the market. To keep up with the competition, the 
majority of businesses leverage digital collateral to their advantage while aligning it to specific buyer journey stages 
for extra personalization. Following current trends of the demand for digital learning, it is essential to create collateral 
which is compelling and educational. There are many types of digital collateral which can be successfully incorporated 
into content marketing and sales strategies. No matter which type of content you choose to use to reach the buyer, 
the ultimate goal should be to customize it based on the needs of the stage the prospect is in.

Summary 

Source: Crayon



However, there is no rule that you cannot use the content interchangeably throughout different buyer stages if 
applicable, unless you send a sales proposal while the prospective customer is at the top of the funnel.

Marketing.MBA compiled the list of the types of digital collateral that are profiting today and aligned them in the best 
optimal sequence to be encountered throughout the customer lifecycle for maximum results. 

Website/Landing page

Blog Posts and Articles

Informative Video Content

White Papers

Ebooks

Webinars

Infographics 

Social Media Marketing

Case Studies

Testimonials

Sales Presentations

Competitive Battlecards

Types of digital collateral profiting today

Aw
areness

Dec

ision

Consideration

Summary     Marketing.MBA 16
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Marketing.MBA is a strategic marketing coach and business development consultancy for enterprise brands. We 
train corporate marketing teams and marketing professionals to optimize their digital acquisition channels for 
maximum returns on their marketing investments.   

Our team, at Marketing.MBA, helped our customers develop, produce and implement in the right stage various types 
of compelling marketing collateral (webinars, white papers, landing pages, eBooks, videos, social media and email 
marketing) which generated extraordinary results. 

For instance, in January 2021, we generated 1.260.500 Euros within one relevant webinar and 
achieved a show-up rate of more than 50% for one of our clients Dirk Kreuter. 
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Revenue: €1,267,906.11
01/17/2021 - 02/16/2021

Live-Webinar MOS on 17.01.2021

28,710
Visitors

7,233
Registrants

25.19%
Sign up rate

55.70%
Show up rate 4,029

Live attendees

Transactions - Graph view:

Case Study - Dirk Kreuter

Conclusion
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If you want to learn how to achieve similar or better results for your business, schedule a free 
consultation with one of Marketing.MBA representatives: 

 
We will analyze your business in depth, identify any problem areas causing lost opportunities, and 
provide you with the tailored-to-your-needs plan on how to increase your brand awareness, 
market penetration and revenue through your marketing activities.

Throughout our entire cooperation with Dirk Kreuter  we helped him increase revenue from zero to €10 Million from 
2016-2020 (to be continued in 2021). 
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Sales statistics by date - Graph view:
Revenue: €10,005,592.90
01/01/2020 - 02/31/2020

Marketing activities conducted

Facebook and Google
Advertising Management

Planning and Execution
of Marketing Campaigns

Generation of
Highly-qualified leads

Planning and Creation
of Webinars

Creation of White
Papers and eBooks

Product Creation
and Launches

Video
Production

Books and Event
Ticket Sales

SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATIONhttps://calendly.com/d/n4mw-w9s5/free-consu
ltation?primary_color=e21c34&month=2021-07


